Wii remote has poor reception with...

ARINZEPHYR 2 posts since
Jul 27, 2011
I have had my Wii since launch and picked up four sets of Wii Remotes and nunchuks along with the system. Ever since I got the Wii Motion Plus attachments I have had issues with any peripherals attaching to any of my four Wii remotes-- any nunchuks, classic controllers or even the Motion Plus themselves have a habit of being jostled loose at the slightest provocation, causing error messages to pop up saying things aren't connected.

Basically I'm wondering if it's an issue with something that needs to be cleaned or if this is something that has occurred with anyone else's Wii remotes. I'm not sure if it's the nunchuks and other attachments or the remotes themselves; it seems as though all four remotes started becoming buggy with connectivity at the same time.
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GLACIUSX25 2,173 posts since
Jun 6, 2011 1. Re: Wii remote has poor reception with nunchuks and other attachments Jul 27, 2011 5:13 PM
Are you sure it's the remote, not the sensor bar?

ARINZEPHYR 2 posts since
Jul 27, 2011 2. Re: Wii remote has poor reception with nunchuks and other attachments Jul 27, 2011 5:17 PM
Yeah, the Wii Remote alone stays connected to the Wii itself, but the I get consistent errors saying the nunchuks are not connected, as if the reception between the remote and nunchuk is bad. So I don't think it's an issue with the sensor bar.

LIGHTNINGFIGHTER03 794 posts since
Apr 12, 2010 3. Re: Wii remote has poor reception with nunchuks and other attachments Jul 27, 2011 5:39 PM
something could be out of place when the nunchuck is plugged in (or if it happens with all plug ins). Since it sounds like the wii motion plus plug in started this, maybe call nintendo. If these are launch wii remotes and a launch wii, it could cause some (possible) problems